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Summary:  
Process of integration of former USSR republics into the global policy and 
economy within the existing international political system is related with many 
problems because they have inherited such causal issues of regional problems 
as independence and ethnic conflicts; integration into EU and settlement of 
relations with Russia; improvement of economical conditions and restriction of 
Russian capital and variations of decisions related to preparation of such deci-
sions that shall contain alternative possibilities of actions which is impossible 
due to Russian spy networks and population with nostalgic attitude to Russia. 
For these reasons former USSR republics that are independent states at the 
present moment shall work out a joint doctrine.  
This article reviews main determinants of retaining of independence of former 
USSR republics, namely union of Ukraine and Georgia, which is based on ex-
isting and anticipated threats. Functional scheme of management of the union 
(alliance) is reviewed as well. Algorithms of stabilization of operation of the 
union and development of the union are represented too. 
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Introduction 
 

Russian Federation has chosen the most dangerous method in repeated 
process of division of global influence as Russian doctrine and its methods are 
based on usage of “political-military violence” and “localized aggression”. We 
can bring Russian policy in Chechnya, Georgia and Ukraine as an example. Its 
behavior creates belt of oppositions. And, if the belt is fastened, Russia will get 
into hard political and economical conditions. Russia managed to ensure loyal-
ty-neutrality around itself by means of localized strikes; though, dissatisfied 
autonomies of Russian Federation create threat for Russia: autonomies of Rus-
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sian federation i.e. small nations that were occupied by Russia which have per-
manent separatist intention and north Caucasian nations and people from Volga 
Region that create theoretical threat of developing of united separatists system. 
Former soviet republics create a threat for Russia; Threat comes from East Eu-
ropean States which were within Russian hegemony during communist period 
and a threat comes from West too. Some soviet republics have good relation-
ship with Russia and Russia endures a lot of things from them, but Russia does 
it in order to make Georgian and Ukrainian society have a feeling of “solitude” 
and “exception”, which is very important for Moscow for having psychological 
effect on the society. Other Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) mem-
bers which observe public punishment of Georgia and Ukraine for their contin-
uous and vain striving for obtaining independent political status in Europe, in-
action of the West and USA, become loyal to Russia. 
 

Main Part 
 

Considering the above mentioned issues doctrine of Georgia, Ukraine and 
other former USSR states shall be common and it shall be based on the follow-
ing: 

1. Recognition of territorial integrity of member states and protection each 
member as a postulate of national dignity; 

2. Ensuring of regional security; 
3. Inclusion into fight against terrorism under the aegis of NATO military 

forces. 
Allies shall have following aims and objectives: 

- Territorial integrity of allies, sovereignty and regional interests of 
member states shall be protected, which shall include: 

 Ensuring of high military readiness; 

 Development of effective mobilization system; 

 Creation of system for guarantied determining and warning about 
presumable aggression; 

 Development of united system of control of air and maritime 
space; 

- Returning of lost territories shall be ensured which shall include: 

 Planned military actions with minimal losses; 

 Establishment of full control over the territories that are returned 
by joint efforts and providing assistance in development of demo-
cratic institutions; 

- Provide assistance to member states in liquidation of results of natural 
and anthropogenic disasters. 

Management and functions of military forces of allies shall be defined on 
the basis of agreement between the member states, which will be based on 
equal rights. Financial provision will be carried out in accordance with number 
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of military formations. All members shall observe international standards and 
democratic principles.  

Political doctrine of the union shall consider the following circumstances: 
First: No strong political or military union that is alternative of NATO mil-

itary forces have been created after dissolution of the USSR. Though there are 
attempt of creation of two formations – Russian and Chinese on the one hand 
and union of south Muslim states on the other hand. Hidden alliance may de-
velop between them. Thus, Georgia and Ukraine shall lead foreign policy the 
way to manage to get within the area of interests of Western states and at the 
same time they shall not lose respect of Muslim states. It is necessary because a 
policy of Slavic-Muslim states united within the CIS space and also policy of 
Muslim Republics that are members of Russian Federation are focused on alli-
ance of “South” Muslim states and in future Georgia and Ukraine may get sur-
rounded by Muslim states as it was during the previous centuries. In such case 
they will have to join Russia as its part.  

Georgia and Ukraine are located on the economical pathway of Europe and 
Asia that gain a huge practical importance. Interest in these countries will in-
crease, if oil will be found on the territory of Georgia or if Azerbaijan will be-
come their political ally or if trade routes and oil pipelines of Eastern states will 
go through their territories. 

During the renewed division of power in the world Georgia and Ukraine 
shall show the world that Europe won't be able to ensure its economical and 
political security without them. For this reason Georgia and Ukraine shall en-
hance economical cooperation of Black Sea basin states and create favorable 
environment for turning the Black Sea basin into a center of making of global 
political decisions.  

Turning of the Black Sea basin into global political center is promoted by 
the fact that the states bordering with the Danube want to start constriction of 
Danube-Rhine channel connecting the Black Sea with the Baltic Sea. If this 
project is implemented, Eastern European states will be united under one politi-
cal and economical interest and Russia will have to observe democracy and 
equality principles. 

As I have already mentioned, necessity for establishing of relations with 
leading European states is doubtless, though it shall not cause excess inclina-
tion towards European states. Namely, big attention shall be paid to relationship 
with Eastern states. Considering Geographical location and historical experi-
ence of Georgia and Ukraine and anticipated opposition of the East and the 
West (this opposition will be of economical character), an important space shall 
be left for relationship with China and Eastern Muslim states in the policy of 
Georgia, Ukraine and alliance member states. Careful and moderate policy shall 
be used in case of relationship with Islamic states and the doctrine shall consid-
er it too as Eastern Islamic States (Iran, Afghanistan etc.) can’t cope with prin-
ciples that are recognized by European states compared to South Muslim states. 
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These states may create specific economical and political unions that will be 
based on aggressive, closed and pure Islamic religious understanding, which 
may cause threats even for Russia. 

Political doctrine of Georgia, Ukraine and former Soviet Republics shall 
include the following: 

First – Development of united, flexible and multi-pole policy with relevant 
alternatives: 

Second – development and establishment of economical development 
promoting policy of alliance member states, which shall include: 

- Harmonization of laws between the states; 
- Development of inter-state banks; 
- Introduction of united tax system; 
- Introduction of united foreign trade policy; 
- I.e. creation of unite economic area step-by-step. 
Third – Building of relationship with Russia on the basis of partnership 

and equality; 
Fourth – Working out of united policy of solving of minority issues, which 

shall include: 
- Protection of educational and cultural interests of minorities within the 

borders of the state; 
Fifth – Working out of united energy policy; 
Sixth – Working out of united emigration policy; 
Seventh – Working out of united anti-inflation policy; 
Besides, doctrine shall consider those risk factors that shall be based on the 

following amorphous conditions: 
1. Principle of arrangement of international system is anarchic, which 

means that system contains independent political units (state), which 
have no superior authority. In other words there is no supreme body, 
super-state, and sovereignty is an inborn characteristic of states and a 
requirement of society, which is based on historic memory; 

2. States are never sure about intentions of other states. Namely, no state 
has guaranties of non-usage of aggressive weapon by their friends or 
neighbors as self-escape is a main motive of the states; 

3. States are afraid of each other as they are always under threat of politi-
cal replay; 

4. Personal interest of the state is a fact that expresses independence. 
Self-escape and security is a minimum of interests. 

5. Besides, following concept shall be considered: “Interests of the state 
is a supreme moral of the politician”. 

Functional scheme of management of the union (aliance) can be made 
based on above mentioned issues (drawing 1):  
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Drawing 1. Scheme of management of Georgian-Ukrainian union. 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Functions can be divided into functional groups based on strategic interests 

of the union, namely: 
1. Functional group that ensures making and implementation of deci-

sions; 
2. Functional group that ensures formation and operation of efficient in-

formational systems and ensures substantiation of alternative options 
of decisions; 

3. Functional group that ensures working out of flexible strategy, which 
will comply with new requirements at any stage of development of the 
union (internal and external factors); 

4. Functional group of working out and control of acting system of stimu-
lation of implementation of decisions. 

Algorithm of stabilization of union activities can be represented in this 
way: (drawing 2). 

 
Drawing 2. Algorithm of stabilization of union activities. 

 

 Main stages of stabilization 

Description of  
indicators 

Elimination of 
inability of 
self-defense  

Ensuring of 
political ba-
lance 

Retaining of poli-
tical balance 

 
Algorithm of development of the union shall be based on the following 

principles: (drawing 3). 
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Drawing 3. Algorithm of development of the union. 
 

 
 
 
 

                    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

Thus, politics is a place where interests of separate states is an independent 
algorithm and very often these interests collide with each other, which will 
cause a conflict sooner or later. If we want the doctrine work longer, it shall not 
be based on the interests of one state.  
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Algorithm of improvement of development of the union 

International Orientation – acceptance-searching of new members 

Permanent improvement process 

Flexible policy and calculations for future 

Egalitarian (equal) environment 

 
Establishment of aggressive technological development policy in 
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